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Title: Mob War
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
KOBRA GAME
Publisher:
KOBRA GAME
Release Date: 4 Apr, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/10 64 Bit

Processor: Core 2 Duo E6550 / AMD 64 x2

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: HD 4850 / 9800GT

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9
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Mob War is a shooting gallery game where you go around different levels and shoot people.

Story:

Mob War doesn't really have a story. From what I gather you play as an unnamed man who has to kill two mafia leaders and
collect money. Apart from that there's no story, no dialogue or anything. It's random locations you have to go through which
have no connections whatsoever.

Graphics:

If I'm correct the game is pretty much an asset flip. All the assets are reused in every level even from the same items and
enemies appearing in every level, pretty much showing that there's no variety whatsoever. The engine this was built on
(GameGuru I believe) is often known for asset flips so this doesn't surprise me.

Audio:

The audio is also really bad. Most of the sounds in this game sound awful, for example when you get an SMG or something that
fires rapidly the gun will become glitched if you fire for too long. There's no soundtrack or voice acting whatsoever so the only
thing I can comment on is the stock grunts the enemies make when you kill them and the stock gun effects.

Gameplay:

Mob War is essentially a shooting gallery where you go level from level and shoot everyone in sight. That's about it there's
nothing special about each level. However I want to talk about the gameplay a bit and how boring and challenging it is. First of
all the game is incredibly easy, but that's because of how forgiving it is with death. Every time you die it just respawns you at
the start of the level and that's it, which is sort of a blessing cause the game would be insanely difficult otherwise. You die
incredibly easy to the point where two single shots will kill you. Now this would fine and dandy if you would do the same output
of damage, but you don't so let me explain.

No matter what gun the enemy uses it will rip you apart. Most enemies carry around SMGs and light you up the second they see
you which is already annoying, but once you get the same SMG they use it does literally no damage and becomes useless the
second you pick it up. Most other guns are also useless, the only good weapon in the game is the shotgun and even then it takes
two shots from it to kill someone, even a single headshot doesn't kill them, I mean what kind of shotgun does that.

Verdict:

Mob War is cheap and short (less than an hour long), but to be honest I don't recommend it. It's rather generic, shooting is awful
and not to mention there's no story whatsoever, but there is supposed to be a sequel, cause this is chapter one, but considering
how long it's been I doubt the sequel will ever come out. Honestly just skip this and buy anything else.

Final Rating:
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Pros:
N\/A

Cons:
- Shooting sucks
- Asset flip
- Levels have no connection

If you liked this review please consider joining https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/completingthebacklog and 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/ImperialReviews
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